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Abstract
Nowadays, change is an inevitable factor in the development of any organizations, and can be
adapted, adopted, piloted through benchmarking in order to compete in this competitive business
environment. This research investigate the impact of different types of benchmarking in
achieving competitive advantage. The study also asses benchmarking application at the
Jordanian industrial companies listed in Amman Stock Exchange (ASE). The data collection
instrument used was a questionnaire which was administrated and distributed to a total sample
of (228) managers at the headquarter of (38) companies at the rate of (6) questionnaire for each.
The response rate was (80%) while (75%) was usable questionnaires. The data were analyzed
using statistical methods such as reliability (Cronbachs Alpha), normality Kolomogrov-Simirnov
(K-S), correlation between independent and independent variables, simple and multiple also
employed to predict the impact of benchmarking in achieving competitive advantage. The
research finding supported the hypotheses that benchmarking has a significant and positive
impact on achieving competitive advantage. The finding also showed that Jordanian industrial
firms applied benchmarking approach to learn from others.
Keywords:Benchmarking, Competitive Advantage (CA), Amman Stock Exchange (ASE)
Introduction
Many companies today are striving to create competitive advantage based on environmental
issues. Benchmarking data can use to evaluate corporate financial and market performance.
Benchmarking is a systematic method by which organization can measure them- selves against
the best industry practices, benchmarking promotes superior performance by providing an
organized framework through which organizations learn how the "best in class" do things,
understand how these best practices differ from their own, and implement change to close the
gap, the essence of benchmarking is the process of borrowing ideas and adapting them to gain
competitive advantage (Besterfield et al., 2003). Benchmarking has become increasingly
important that creates new competing opportunities. What was a theoretical process years ago is
now a competitive weapon. Competitive advantage gives the firms an edge over the rivals and
ability to generate greater value for the company. The more sustainable the competitive
advantage, the more difficult it is for competitors to neutralize the advantage. Competitive
advantage involved a particular choice regarding to the market in which firms would compete,
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depending on market share in clearly segment using price and product performance attribute
(Barney, 2002). So It has become an important issue to investigate the impact of different types
of benchmarking on achieving competitive advantage.
Benchmarking Defined: Benchmarking has been defined in various ways. Rank Xerox, for
example, who pioneered the art of benchmarking in the West in 1979, have defined it as follows
(Camp, 1989): The continuous process of measuring our products, services, and business
practices against the toughest competitors or those companies recognized as industry leaders.
Also The concept of benchmarking has been discussed intensively in business strategy. Many
scholars defined benchmarking, such as Besterfield et al (2011) stated that benchmarking is the
systematic search for best practices, innovative ideas, and highly effective operating procedures
to learn from others what they do right and then imitate it to avoid reinventing the wheel.
Goetsch and Davis (1997) also suggested that benchmarking is a tool that helps in continuously
monitoring the processes in the organization, and also helps in learning and adopting the best
practices of the best-in class organizations. The benchmarking exercise relies on the design and
execution of a series of tests for the verification of technological systems, rationalization through
comparisons and final selection according to customer needs (Zairi, 1992). Anand and Kodali,
(2008), argue that benchmarking is defined in various ways by different authors the
benchmarking technique includes measurement, comparison, identification of best practices,
implementation and improvement. Attiany (2009) defined benchmarking as a systematic
approach through which organizations can measure their performances against the best-in-class
organizations and it is a powerful and effective tool to learn from other in order to get the
excellence. Traditionally, benchmarking involved the particular instrument to help companies to
develop the strength and reduce their weaknesses ( Oakland, 2003; Van Schalkwyk, 1998).
History of Benchmarking: Benchmarking is an external focus on internal activities, functions,
or operations in order to achieve continuous improvement. Benchmarking history started in
1912, a curious Henry Ford watched men cut meat during a tour of a Chicago slaughterhouse and
Carcasses hung hooks mounted on a monorail where after each man performed his job the
carcass was moved to the next station. This helped Ford Highland Park Plant be the world’s first
producer of magnetos. They have imported the idea from another industry (Attiany, 2009)..
Benchmarking was begun in the late 1970s by Xerox Corporation. During this time, Xerox was
losing market share and feeling a lot of pressure from its competitors. In an attempt to try and
“get back into the game”, Xerox decided to compare its operations to those of its competitors.
After finding quality standards with which to compare itself, Xerox began one of the greatest
trends in the business world today (McNair and Leibfried, 1992). By 1983, Xerox had bench
marked more than 230 process performance areas in their operation. They looked at all aspects of
their business. Identifying the best processes used by others, Xerox adapted them for their own
use. This is how they regained their core competency and strategic advantage in the
photocopying industry (Brogan,1994).Later the Xerox executives have credited the techniques
that helped the company improve their performance and helped them to cope with other Japanese
competitors. In the later years the importance of using benchmarking has been realized by the
government of United States and was awarded with the prestigious Malcolm Baldridge National
Quality Award. In the early 80’s and 90’s benchmarking techniques was considered as a popular
total for quality management help the managers to think about more innovative ways and
methods to improve the performance.
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Benchmarking process: Benchmarking process is a continuous process which is a step wise
procedure. The basic ten steps of the benchmarking technique are described by Xerox which
clearly defined process for benchmarking: 1) Identify benchmarking subject, 2) Identify
comparative companies, 3) Determine data collection method and collect data, 4) Determine
current competitive gap, 5) Project future performance, 6) Communicate findings and gain
acceptance, 7) Establish functional goals, 8) Develop action plans, 9) Implement plans and
monitor progress, 10) Recalibrate benchmark. (Bendell, & Kelly 1993).
Competitive Advantage: competitive advantage is an advantage gained over competitors by
offering customers greater value, either through lower prices or by providing additional benefits
and service that justify similar, or possibly higher, prices. There is no single agreed definition of
competitive advantage it can be viewed as the unique position that the firm develops in
comparison with competitors, The term ‘competitive advantage has been discussed intensively in
business strategy. Many researchers has defined the concept of competitive advantage, such as
Barone, &. DeCarlo (2003), stated that building sustainable competitive advantages revolves
around differentiating a product from the competition along attributes that are important and
relevant to customers. Li et at. (2006) defined competitive advantage is the capacity of an
organization to create and maintenance defensible position over its competitors. Barney (2002)
also suggested that competitive advantage obtained by the firm when its actions in an industry or
market created economic value and few competing firms are engaging in similar actions.
Furthermore, Tracey et al. (1999) argue that competitive advantage comprises of distinctive
competencies that sets an organization apart from competitors, thus giving them an edge in the
marketplace (Thatte, 2007). Traditionally, competitive advantage involved the particular choice
regarding the market in which a firm would compete. Based on these studies there are two forms
of competitive advantage: cost advantage and differentiation advantage (Porter 2004). Cost
advantage exists when a company provides the same products or services as competitors, but at a
lower cost. A differentiation advantage exists when a company can provide greater value at the
same cost or lower than competitors. Competitive advantages can be created through innovation,
efficiency, quality, and customer responsiveness.
Types of benchmarking: According to Andersen (1999), there are two main categories of
benchmarking types, which can be defined, based on whom it is compared against, and what is
being compared.
1. Compare against whom such as:
 Internal benchmarking, comparison against the best within the same organization or
corporation, often called benchmarking within your own class.
 Competitive benchmarking, comparison against the best direct competitors, which then
can be termed benchmarking against someone in the parallel class.
 Functional benchmarking, comparison against organizations that are not necessarily
competitors, but that performs related tasks within the same technological area. this will be
benchmarking against someone from another school, but of the same type.
 Generic benchmarking, comparison against the best, regardless of industry or markets,
which can be said to be benchmarking against someone from a totally different school.
2. Comparing what:
 Performance benchmarking, comparison of pure key figures or other performance
measures. .
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 Process benchmarking; where we go beyond performance measures and also compares
how business processes are performed, not only how well they are performed.
 Strategic benchmarking, comparison of strategic decisions and dispositions at a higher
level. This is really a less frequently used variant of benchmarking..
Related Literature:
Many previous studies have been focus on the role of benchmarking in achieving competitive
advantage or continuous improvement. It is widely argued that Benchmarking is the process of
understanding what is important for organization success, through deciding what to be
benchmarking, understanding current performance, planning, studding others, learning from
data, and using the findings. (Besterfield, 2003). Most of studies emphasizes the importance of
applying benchmarking. Attiany (2009) found high correlation between the benchmarking and
continuous product and process improvement in the Jordanian pharmaceutical firms.
Benchmarking is a term used by industry to compare business processes and performance
metrics to like processes and metrics of other businesses for the purpose of improvement. The
compared processes or practices need not necessarily be of the same marketed product type
(Camp, 1989). According to Codling (1996), benchmarking is an ongoing process of measuring
and improving products, services and practices against the best that can be identified worldwide.
y. The use of benchmarking as a competitive tool was embraced by firms cutting across diverse
industry including construction, education, aviation, manufacturing, banking, financial services,
insurance, healthcare services, and government amongst others (Luu et al., 2008; Henderson et
al., 2006) . Benchmarking has gained acceptance worldwide as an instrument of continuous
improvement in the context of total quality management and as a means of enhancing
competitiveness (Carpinetti & Melo, 2002). Auluck (2002, p. 1) proposed that benchmarking
and the learning organization ideal as “institutional fairy godmothers”, which offer potential to
improve organizational performance in the public sector”. in this regard, benchmarking is said to
have reached maturity within the UK, with over 60% of UK companies claiming some
involvement. Zairi and Ahmed (as Quoted by Auluck, 2002, p. 115) noted that benchmarking is
reported to be the third most popular management technique worldwide and the fourth in the UK
between 1992 and 1996. Watson (1993) stated that benchmarking has moved from being an art
to a science. Geber (1990: 36) focuses on the significance of looking at best practices in his
definition of benchmarking as follows: ‘a process of finding the world-class examples of a
product, service or operational system and then adjusting your products, services or systems to
meet or beat those standards. Andersen (1999) found that competitive benchmarking can be
useful when comparing performance levels and/or strategies. Process benchmarking against
competitors is on the other hand very difficult and will rarely be viable due to problems related
to exchanging detailed and sensitive information about business processes. Also he found that
Functional and generic benchmarking produce the highest value when combined with process
benchmarking. Comparing performance measures and strategic decisions with companies that
are very different is of limited relevance. Studies have shown that the best results are generally
achieved by a combination of process benchmarking and partners from other industries, i.e.,
functional or generic benchmarking.
Study Objectives and Aims
Many industrial companies in the worldwide are beginning to look at benchmarking as a tool to
help them to achieve better result for less, benchmarking is a systematic search for best practices
that lead for superior performance. Deriving from this context, the objectives of the study are: (1)
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Provide an overview benchmarking technique. (2) Identify the level of applying benchmarking in
Jordanian manufacturing companies listed in Amman stock exchange. (3) Estimate the impact of
using benchmarking in achieving comparative advantage
Importance of Study
The importance of this study is that helped the management of Jordanian manufacturing
companies listed in Amman stock exchange to understand the importance of applying
benchmarking as a tool to achieve competitive advantage. This piece of work shall contribute to
the academic community as there is not much literature available on the benchmarking in Jordan.
Problem Statement
Benchmarking has a very powerful potential and it can be used as a valid strategy to learn from
others in order to achieve competitive advantage. International companies achieve higher rank
than Jordanian manufacturing firms, which shows the problem of why Jordanian industrial firms
did not achieve a higher level than it did achieve currently. Thus we will go in-depth to
investigate the types of benchmarking applied particularly in the Jordanian industrial firms.
which are: Competitive benchmarking, functional benchmarking, internal benchmarking, and
generic benchmarking.
Study model
Based on the above literature review, study purpose and study objectives, research framework
can be drawn as follow:
Study Model: The model (Model 1) establishes direct, positive relation between Benchmarking and competitive advantage

Benchmarking
1.
2.
3.
4.

Competitive Advantage

Competitive benchmarking
Functional benchmarking
Internal benchmarking
Generic benchmarking

Low cost leadership
Differentiation
Quick Response

Model (1): The Study Model: the Relationship between Benchmarking and Competitive Advantage

Study Hypothesis
This study investigates the impact of benchmarking in achieving competitive advantage. Based
on the figure (1), the different type of benchmarking has a positive impact on low cost
leadership. Thus, the following hypotheses will be tasted:
H1: Benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on low cost ledership.
H1a: Competitive benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on low cost leadership.
H1b: Functional benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on low cost leadership.
H1c: Internal benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on low cost leadership.
H1d: Generic benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on low cost leadership.
Based on the study model no. (1), the researcher proposed benchmarking that consist of:
Competitive benchmarking, functional benchmarking, internal benchmarking and generic
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benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on differentiation. Therefore, the following
hypotheses will be tested
H1 : Benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on differentiation
H1a: Competitive benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on differentiation
H1b: Functional benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on differentiation.
H1c: Internal benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on differentiation.
H1d: Generic benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on differentiation.
This research also examines the impact of different types of benchmarking in achieving quick
Response. So the following hypotheses will be tested:
H1 : Benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on quick response
H1a: Competitive benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on quick response.
H1b: Functional benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on quick response.
H1c: Internal benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on quick response.
H1d: Generic benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on quick response.
Sampling and data collection
This study is based on the perspective of top and middle management working at the Jordanian
manufacturing firms listed in Amman Stock Exchange (ASE). The primary data were collected
using questionnaire survey which was developed and distributed to a total sample of (228)
managers at the headquarter of (38) firms at the rate of (6) questionnaire for each company. The
responds rate was (80%), while (171) questionnaires was useable which equal to (75%). Sample
selection based on convenience sampling, The respondents were asked to indicate on a Likert
scale of (1- Strongly disagree) (2- Disagree) (3- Neutral) (4- Agree) (5- Strongly Agree), on the
extent to benchmarking types and competitive advantage. Several quantitative statistical methods
have been used in this study, such as Kolomgrov _ Simrnov (K-S) to test the study variable
normality, Cronbach’s alpha was also used for the reliability of the research instrument, and
other statistic methods also employed to test the study hypotheses such as: correlation, simple
regression, and multiple regression.
Normal Distribution
Table (1) Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test (K-S), shows that all data for independent and dependent
variables are normality distributed. Therefore, they are considered acceptable.
Table (1) One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
Item

Competitive

Functional

Internal

Generic

Cost

Differentiation

Quick Response

Mean

3.846

3.963

3.838

3.904

3.900

3.898

3.885

K-S

1.289

1.666

1.435

1.784

1.652

1.031

0.73

Sig (2 Tailed)

0.072

0.118

0.133

0.093

0.159

0.238

0.073

Reliability and Validity
Before applying statistical tools, testing of the reliability of the scale is very much important as
its shows the extent to which a scale produces consistent result if measurements are made
repeatedly. This is done by determining the association in between scores obtained from different
administrations of the scales. If the association is high, the scale yields consistent result, thus, it
is reliable. Cronbach’s alpha is most widely used method. It may be mentioned that its value
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varies from 0 to 1 but, satisfactory value is required to be more than 0.6 for the scale to be
reliable (Malhotra, 2002).
Table (2) Cronbach’s Alpha analysis
Cronbach’s Alpha Test

Variable

The Overall Cronbach’s Alpha Test

Alpha

N of
Items

Overall Reliability Statistics

Competitive
0.735
5
Cronbach's Alpha
N of Items
Benchmarking
Functional Benchmarking
0.757
5
0.845
35
Internal Benchmarking
0.784
5
Generic Benchmarking
0.795
5
Low Cost Leadership
0.821
5
Differentiation
0.773
5
Quick Response
0.794
5
As shown in table no (2), the overall Cronbach’s alpha test for dependant and independent
variable are (0.845). While alpha for the seventh research variables were between (0.735) and
(0.821) which registered acceptable.
Hypotheses Testing
For this study, multiple and simple regression analysis was performed to predict the impact of
benchmarking on achieving competitive advantage
H1: Benchmarking has a significant impact on low cost leadership
Table (3) Model Summary in predicting low cost leadership

a.

Model

R

1

.533

a

R Square

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the Estimate

.284

.267

.42199

Predictors: (Constant), Generic, Competitive, Functional, Internal.

The Table (3) summary in predicting the low cost leadership shows a positive relationship
between benchmarking and competitive advantage (R) is (0.533) R square is (0.284) and
adjusted R square is (0.267), meaning that (26.7 %) of the variance in low cost leadership can be
predicted by independent variables of benchmarking
Table (4) First hypothesis test
Hypotheses (1) Benchmarking has a significant impact on low cost leadership
Competitive benchmarking has a significant impact 0n low cost leadership

T Calculate

Sig.

1.999

.047

Result
Accepted

Functional benchmarking has a significant impact 0n low cost leadership

3.148

.003

Accepted

Internal benchmarking has a significant impact 0n low cost leadership

5.426

.000

Accepted

Generic benchmarking has a significant impact 0n low cost leadership

1.279

.203

Rejected

The result of regression analysis shows that Competitive benchmarking, functional
benchmarking and internal benchmarking are significant in influencing low cost leadership as
shown in table (4). This can be noticed by p-value is smaller than alpha value of (0.05),
therefore the hypotheses were accepted. Also the result of regression analysis in table (4) shows
that there is no significant impact of generic benchmarking on low cost leadership as the
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significant level is above (5%), therefore this hypothesis is rejected. In theoretical perspective,
the findings of this study confirm the truth theory of Andersen (1999), Carpinetti & Melo
(2002), Attiany (2009), and the empirical finding of this study supports the finding of
Henderson et al. (2006), and Luu et al. (2008).
H2: Benchmarking has a significant and positive impact on differentiation

Model
1

Table (5) Model summary in predicting differentiation
R
R2
Adjusted R Square
0.551
0.304
0,287

Std Error
0.43054

The Table (5) summary in predicting the competitive advantage - differentiation shows that the
correlation between the variables is (R = 0.551), where (R2 =0.304), also table (5) shows that
adjusted R square (0.287), meaning that (28.7%) of the variance in differentiation can be
predicted by independent variables of benchmarking types (Competitive, Functional, Internal and
Generic), which means that’s the model is a very good fit to predict differentiation. The result of
regression analysis shows that all of the four types of benchmarking has significant impact on in
achieving competitive advantage – differentiation as shown in table (6) as all the factors
significance level is less than (0.05).
Table (6) Second hypothesis test
Hypotheses (2) Benchmarking has a significant impact on differentiation
Competitive benchmarking has a significant impact on differentiation

T Calculate

Sig.

3.201

.002

Result
Accepted

Functional benchmarking has a significant impact 0n differentiation

4.417

.000

Accepted

Internal benchmarking has a significant impact 0n differentiation

5.538

.001

Accepted

Generic benchmarking has a significant impact 0n l differentiation

2.351

.020

Accepted

H3: Benchmarking has a significant impact on quick Response
To examine the third hypothesis, multiple regression analysis was uses by considering quick
response as the respondent variable, and the four types of benchmarking (Competitive,
Functional, Internal, and Generic) as the independent variables table (7) illustrates multiple
regression analysis
Table (7) Third main and sub hypotheses test

Benchmarking has a significant impact on quick Response

T Calculate

Sig.

Result

Competitive Benchmarking has a significant impact on quick Response

2.310

.022

Accepted

Functional Benchmarking has a significant impact on quick Response

3.720

.007

Accepted

Internal Benchmarking has a significant impact on quick Response

4.137

.000

Accepted

Generic Benchmarking has a significant impact on quick Response

.331

.741

Rejected

The table (7) shows that the result of regression analysis that all benchmarking types has a
significant and positive impact on quick response except generic benchmarking rejected,
therefore it does not affect competitive advantage, which is contrary to study assumption.
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Study Main Hypothesis: Benchmarking has a significant impact on competitive advantage
Table (8) study main hypothesis
Study main hypothesis

R

Adjusted

Square

R Square

0.543

0.541

R
Benchmarking has a significant impact
on competitive advantage

0.737

Beta

F
Calculate

Sig.

Result

.737

201.086

.000

Accepted

Table (8) shows that benchmarking has a significant impact on competitive advantage. The
regression model showed a high level of fit, as reflected by R (0.737) and R2 (0.543), which
asserted that (54.1 %) of the explained variation in competitive advantage can be accounted from
benchmarking. On the other hand, table (8) indicated the slope value of beta (0.737) for the
regression line. This suggested that for a one unit increase in benchmarking can significantly
predict a (0.737) increase in competitive advantage. As well as table (8) shows that the analysis
of variance of the fitted regression equation is significant with F value of (201.086). This is an
indication that the model is a good one. Since the p-value is less than (0.05), it shows a
statistically significant impact of benchmarking on achieving competitive advantage at (0.95)
confidence level. Therefore, the alternative hypothesis of a significant impact is accepted. Thus,
benchmarking has a significant impact on competitive advantage in industrial companies listed in
Amman stock exchange (ASE). This further supported the study hypotheses.
Results
The regression analyses results support the study hypothesis. The results showed clearly that
benchmarking has a significant impact on achieving competitive advantage. However, this study
found no significant influence of generic benchmarking in achieving low cost leadership and
quick response. For hypothesis 1, this study found that Competitive, functional, and internal
benchmarking has a significant impact 0n low cost leadership , while generic benchmarking
does not affect low cost leadership, For hypothesis 2, this study found a significant impact of
Competitive, functional, internal and generic benchmarking on diffraction. For hypothesis 3, this
study found that all types of benchmarking has a significant impact on quick response except
generic benchmarking the study does not found significant impact of generic benchmarking on
quick response. These results meet with Andersen, (1999), and Barney (2002) results.
Furthermore, the three types of benchmarking (competitive, functional, and Internal) are
significant impact competitive advantage, meeting with Attiany (2009); McNair, et al., (1992),
Summary and Conclusion
This research discovered that, benchmarking process helps in the performance of the business by
acquiring the external knowledge and applying it to the internal practices and process.
Benchmarking is a significant tool can be used to learn from others, also helps the organization
to compare processes and procedures with the best practices of the best-in class performer to
improve the performance of the company in order to achieve competitive advantage so the art of
benchmarking will no doubt gain more momentum as the quality movement becomes the
approach to modern competitiveness. This research also confirms that benchmarking offers
benefits such as cost saving, customer satisfaction, errors reduction and profit enhancement.
Benchmarking is very important tool in making decisions for continuous improvement activities,
the findings also showed that benchmarking helps the firms to shift the corporate mind-set from
relative complacency to a strong sense of urgency for ongoing improvement to reach competitive
advantage. The comparison process that is performed in the benchmarking is not the financial
comparison but it’s the comparison of the internal and external processes with the best practices
of the benchmarking partner
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